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Where we are

TODAY

BACKGROUND :

RETIREMENT

GOALS  ARE

WITHIN  REACH

IN  2019

Setting a retirement savings goal can be difficult,

as the exact lifestyle costs when out of work and

future medical episodes can be nearly impossible

to predict.  For this reason, even if a particular

financial milestone is reached, there is always a

benefit to growing the cushion to protect against

the unknown expenses that lie in the future.

 

After the bull market of the past ten years, many

people aiming to retire in the near future find

themselves close to their savings goals.  In order to

protect these profits, a range of hedging

investment products are available, most of which

protect portfolios up to a certain point.  Some of

these products put a limit on how much the

portfolio can grow, pocketing the excess growth

during the time period the products are held.

 

These hedging products also commonly require

divestment from the existing portfolio.  This

closure of holdings triggers a significant tax event

for the portfolios that have been profiting for the

past decade.
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Where we are

TODAY

WEALTH  MANAGER 'S

CHALLENGE :

GROW  THE

RETIREMENT  CUSHION

OR  MINIMIZE  RISK?

Clients of wealth managers that are both nearing

retirement age and have portfolios that are near

their savings goals are vulnerable.  It is likely their

portfolios have never been larger, so a market

recession will result in the greatest loss they have

experienced with little time to recover their losses.

 

However, because retirement expenses are

difficult to predict, the wealth manager is also

responsible for building the retirement cushion to

protect against those unknown expenses.

 

This pressures the wealth manager to balance two

seemingly opposing forces: reducing their clients’

risk exposure versus participating in a growing

market to build a retirement cushion.

 

The tension from these two forces are felt most

acutely during periods of high market volatility. 

Keeping their clients invested in the market too

heavily can result in catastrophe when the next

market fall occurs too close to the target retirement

date. 

 

Divesting from a bull market can cause a wealth

manager to lag behind their competitors when it

comes to asset growth. Compounding these

issues, many clients become nervous when signs

of recession begin showing, and wealth managers

are responsible for helping them feel at ease.

 

Given these conditions, not only does the

vulnerable client lack peace of mind, it can have a

similar effect on the wealth manager.
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OVERVIW

FolioShield is a tool that automatically purchases and rolls puts in the S&P 500 Futures.  A client can select

from one of several protection plans, each buying puts at varying strike prices.  FolioShield uses extensive

historical data to project the cost of each plan given a rising market so the client can choose a plan that

provides adequate protection for an acceptable price to them.

 

Once a plan is initiated, the tool will automatically scan the market in real time and roll the puts forward

based on the output of machine learning algorithms.  Plans can be reset to protect more recent profits,  or

cancelled at any time for no penalty.  The transactions are tracked and reported for ease come tax season.

 

 

According to Wikipedia, an annual report
is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and other
interested people information.

THE  SOLUTION:  FOLIOSHIELD
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BENEFITS:

UNCAPPED  GROWTH,  

LIMITED  DOWNSIDE

History has demonstrated that success in the

market comes not from timing the market, but

spending time in the market.  Rolling puts

generates cash flow during bear markets without

any need for divestment from the underlying

holdings.  Consequently, when the market

bounces back, clients are still fully invested.  This

also avoids the tax event that is incurred when a

wealth manager would normally have to sell

holdings to protect against further losses.

 

Other hedging products protect portfolios to a

certain point.  As that point approaches, investors

may become more worried as they are increasingly

likely to be exposed.  By owning puts, clients can

know they have a solid floor under their

investments.  Additionally, their upside is not

capped as they would be with many hedging

products.

 

FolioShield informs the client of the expected costs

ahead of time leading to fewer surprises.  The

customer is prepared to spend the estimated

expense if the market increases.  Should the

market fall, the decision to utilize the tool may

generate a profit.

 

FolioShield’s automation allows wealth managers

to focus on identifying new investment

opportunities and attracting new clients.  Peace of

mind for their clients means fewer nervous phone

calls.  Owning puts means they can feel more

comfortable being aggressive in the market

knowing they have protection should there be a

downturn.
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Statistically, annual FolioShield
protection plans initiated on January
1st of each year had a Sharpe Ratio
that exceeded that of the S&P 500,
even during a period of abnormal
growth.
 
FolioShield empowers clients to have
downside protection for an
acceptable price while enjoying
unlimited growth potential.  Wealth
managers need not choose between
reducing their clients’ risk exposure
and growing with the market.  With
FolioShield’s automation, they are
freed from manually managing risk
and fielding nervous client calls, and
can refocus on identifying creative
investment opportunities and
attracting new clients.
 
 



 

847-946-1707
info@strataquant.com

Provide protection and peace of mind to
your clients before the next recession. 
 
Contact us today:


